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Our recent study showed that academic success may diffuse over time among high school students’ social network [1]. This finding
naturally leads educators to ask an important question: How can one utilize such diffusion dynamics in order to improve the students’
grades as a whole at school? This is not a trivial question because the effects are found to be bidirectional; low achievers may benefit from
working together with high achievers, but the high achievers’ grades may slide down at the same time, therefore naı̈ve mixing of students
may not be an optimal strategy to exploit this diffusion dynamics of academic success. Here we present a more promising approach in
which the number of a student’s social ties is artificially correlated with his or her grade adaptively. We tested the effectiveness of this
approach through computational simulations. Our simulation model assumesN students (nodes) connected byE undirected links. Their
grades and topology are initially random. In each iteration, the i-th student’s grade gi is updated by gi(t+1) = gi(t)+D (〈g〉i,t − gi(t)),
where D is the diffusion constant and 〈g〉i,t the local average of the i-th student’s neighbors’ grades at time t. In addition, pE links are
randomly chosen and removed from the network in each iteration and replaced by the same number of new links between students that
are selected preferentially based on their grades, with selection probability P (i) ∼ gαi . We conducted systematic simulations with p and
α varied. Results (Fig. 1) show that the adaptive link replacement with positive preferential selection (p > 0, α > 0) caused positive
drift of students’ average grades over time. The proposed approach may be practically implementable at school by, e.g., allowing
higher-achieving students to participate in more extracurricular activities.
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Figure 1: Computer simulation results with N = 200, E = 4000, D = 0.001. A. An example of network evolution with p = 0.05 and
α = 1.0. The network is initially random in both topology and grade distribution (top), but over time, a central cluster of high achievers
forms (bottom) while grades diffuse. The shade in each node represents the individual student’s grade. B. Temporal change of the
average grade taken from the simulation run shown in A. C. Summary of systematic simulations with varying p and α. The difference
in average grades between before and after a certain number of iterations (∆g) is plotted over the p-α parameter space.
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